
23) Using Processing to.....

Control the bat using the mouse (if the mouse is inside bat).

Here is the code we will write 
in the void draw() function.

 if (mouseY < bat_y + bat_height/2  
    && mouseY  > bat_y - bat_height/2 
    && mouseX  > bat_x - bat_width/2  
    && mouseX  <  width) {
    bat_y = constrain(mouseY, bat_height/2, height - bat_height/2);
  }
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Location of the bat

Tests if the mouseY is higher than the bottom of the bat.

Tests if the mouseY is lower than the top of the bat.

Tests if the mouseX is further to the right than the left of the bat.

Tests if the mouseX is further to the left than the right side of the game (known as ‘width’).

Set’s the bat’s Y location to equal the mouses’  Y location, within a constraint.
The constraint sets that the top of the bat does not go higher than the top of the screen
& that the bottom of the bat, does not go lower than the bottom o� the screen.

To make our game compatible with 
mobile devices, we can control the bat 
using the system variables...

mouseX = the x location of the mouse
mouseY = the x location of the mouse

Which have the added
value of  mouseX&Y 
being understood by
Android as a �nger touch. 

We can use this to ask Processing to
sense when if the mouseX & Y are within
the bounds of the bat and move the bat
with the mouse if they are.
 

The white area in the 
diagram is the zone that

Processing will check to see 
wether the cursor, or 

a finger is touching the
touch screen at this point.

Adapt this code to create different
areas around your bats to be

controlled by mouse, 
or finger touches.


